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Write the opposite of the following words. 

LIST:  dull, fall, found, idle, many, remember, sink, villain 

a. float – 

b. rise – 

c. lost – 

d. few – 

e. busy – 

f. forget – 

g. hero – 

h. bright – 

 

Match the missing words which are the opposites of the words in capital 

letters. Write the words next to each sentence. 

SORT ELEMENTS 

forgot, found, few, often,  wise, brave 

The ring which was once LOST is now ______________.  

Mary REMEMBERED to buy the birthday cake but ___________ to pick it up.  

Kirt ____________ visit us, but SELDOM see his sister.  

The old man who looks very FOOLISH is in fact very _______________.  

MANY people seek for fame, but _________________ find it.  

A COWARD has be _______________ when in battle.  
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Complete the following sentences. Use the hints within the sentences to 

find the word that is opposite in meaning.  

SORT ELEMENTS 

west, answers, impolite, inferior, writer, captured, light 

 

In the morning, the sun rises in the east. In the evening, the sun sets in the 

_______. 

 

The credenza was big and heavy. The footstool is small and _________.  

The profits on superior goods made Adam rich. The losses on _________ 

goods made John poor. 

 

The polite boy entered the class quietly. The ______ girl entered noisily.  

Read the questions carefully, then write your ________ legibly.  

The polar bear that escaped the zoo was soon ________.  

Tom is a good reader. Jane is a good _______.  

 

Match the opposites of the following words. 

listener     guardian 

poacher     parent 

thief      judge 

patient     detective 

prisoner     doctor 

client      speaker     

child      lawyer 

ward      gamekeeper 
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What is the opposite of the word “careful” by just changing its suffix. 

 uncaring 

 inattentive 

 carefree 

 careless 

 

What the opposite of the word, “exterior” by changing the prefix. Write 

your answer in the space provided. 

Answer:_____________________________ 

 

What is the opposite of the word “merciful” by changing the suffix. 

Write your answer in the space provided. 

o Answer:_____________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 


